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The students of pre-primary section were introduced to a session on Ethics and 
Discipline at the Mahatma Gandhi Centre for Universal Values. The Teacher 
explained about the importance of moral values through the depiction of the three 
monkeys in action of ‘see no evil, hear no evil and speak no evil’. The students 
were told in simple language not to tell lies, not use bad words, not to hurt anyone 
and speak sweetly to one and all.

Children heard and sang the bhajans of Mahatma Gandhi. The teacher told them 
the story on Mahatma Gandhi's childhood in an examplary manner, evoking the 
sense of rightousness within the young ones.

A Quiz competition by Dell Inc. was held at GIIS Indore Campus on September 6, 
2014. It was a great exposure for the students. They conducted a quiz in general 
knowledge and students participated along with their parents. The students were 
excited and showed confidence in delivery.

The parents interacted with the school authorities and was in awe of the quiz 
master, who was energetic and carried on the show in a an encouraging and 
motivating manner. 

It was an excellent bonding session for the parents with the entire GIIS family and 
the learning outcomes were noticeable.

Universal values inculcated in the
formative years

Quiz Competition by Dell Inc. 
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Inter House Doha Competition
An Inter-school Doha competition for Classes IV to VII was held at GIIS Indore. Children enthralled the audi-
ence with their well-prepared chanting and provided thorough with their graceful and energetic moves. The 
participation of students of four houses across the school was taken place.

Euro Kids Field trip to GIIS Campus
Euro Kids were welcomed on their !eld trip to GIIS Indore campus. They enjoyed watching cartoon movies, 
played in play area. It was very fun !lled day for them.

Kids activity on Farm Animals
Welcome to the Farm Animal World of Pre-primary section!  The learning about farm animals was a fascinating 
exercise at GIIS Indore as the teachers made beautiful props and soft boards  for the students. Wide-eyed tiny tots 
were seen spending long moments lost in the details of the sets on insects, birds, land and animals. They dressed 
to the occasion. They learnt about the calls of animals, their young ones and the food that they eat.
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